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Abstract: Egyptian cotton is one of the most important commodities to the Egyptian economy and is renowned globally for its quality, which is currently graded by manual inspection. This has several drawbacks including significant labour requirement, low inspection efficiency, and influence from inspection conditions such as light and human subjectivity. This current work uses a low-cost colour vision system, combined with machine learning to predict the cotton lint grade of the cultivars Giza 86, 97, 90, 94 and 96. Unsupervised and supervised machine learning approaches were explored and compared. Three different supervised learning algorithms were evaluated: linear discriminant analysis, decision trees and ensemble modelling. The highest accuracy models (77.3-98.2%) used an ensemble modelling technique to classify samples within the Egyptian cotton grades: Fully Good, Good, Fully Good Fair, Good Fair and Fully Fair. The unsupervised learning technique k-means showed that human error is more likely to occur when classifying lint belonging to the higher quality grades and underlined the need for an intelligent system to replace manual inspection.
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1. Introduction

Cotton is an important textile crop, accounting for 90% of all-natural fibres used in the textile industry [1]. The textile industry plays a significant role in the Egyptian economy and wider society, contributing around 14% towards GDP [2] and employing 25.8% of the industrial workforce [3]. Among global cotton producers, Egyptian cotton has a reputation for producing the highest quality cotton [4]. The high quality of Egyptian cotton is primarily attributed to (A) the cotton lint being handpicked to avoid mixing yields of mature and immature plants and (B) the cotton fibre’s exceptional length, fineness and brightness [5]. Since the mid-1980s, the production of Egyptian cotton has been declining [3], and exports have decreased from 164000 tonnes in 1980 to 71000 tonnes by 2019 [6]. Current challenges faced by the industry include high production costs and low productivity [3]. Domestic and international measures have been introduced to strengthen the Egyptian cotton industry. In 2017, the Egyptian Government introduced a 19-step plan to reverse the cotton industry’s decline with the aim to increase the domestic cotton industry value, as the majority of cotton lint (85%) is exported as a raw product with no added value [7]. Additionally, in 2016 The United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) recognised the lack of innovation and scarce sustainable agricultural practices within the Egyptian cotton industry and initiated activities to improve the economic, social and environmental performance of cotton growers and cotton processors [8]. This work aims to address inefficiencies during the grading of Egyptian cotton lint by
developing an affordable intelligent sensor to grade cotton lint. This work complements the goal of UNIDO to support SMEs cotton growers and processors, as there is an opportunity to use this system to help drive value back towards SME Egyptian cotton processors, who have been identified as needing support in light of falling cotton prices [3]. Providing processors with the tools to grade their harvested cotton lint will strengthen their bargaining position to demand a fair price for their cotton lint, as higher graded cotton lint requires less downstream processing.

Egyptian cotton market value is determined first according to the cultivator (species) and then according to grade [9]. The grading is performed by manual inspection and is influenced by fibre colour and length, presence of “trash” (e.g., dried cotton leaves, seedcoats, barks, grass and dust) and maturity (age of plant harvested from) [10]. Manual inspection has several drawbacks including significant labour requirements, low inspection efficiency, and influence from inspection conditions such as light [11]. Previous work has explored developing decision support systems to improve, or replace, manual inspection. One example applied pair-wise correlation analysis to evaluate the relative importance of cotton characteristics, measured using the Cotton Classifying System Version-5 (CCS-V5) instrument, to determining fibre cotton grade quality [9]. This study identified that total trash (%), micronaire value and reflectance degree had the most influence on fibre cotton grades [9]. Other studies have looked into developing a Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) support software to support fibre grading and selection problems using key cotton characteristics measured via a High Volume Instrument (HVI), which images the samples [12,13]. Previous work employed The Analytic Hierarchy Process method to determine weights of the cotton fibre properties, while Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) was used to compute the final quality values of cotton lint, which were subsequently graded and ranked [12]. Recent work has expanded on the MCDM approach to increase the number of fibre physical properties taken into consideration from six to thirteen [13]. Both these methods were validated on published cotton data and found to achieve a good correlation between the quality determined by the MCDM approach and manual inspection [12,13]. While these studies demonstrate the potential of removing human error from the fibre grading and selection process, they rely on cotton lint measurements from traditional fibre analytical equipment, such as the HVI, as input data. These analytical equipment have a high capital cost making them unattractive to SME Egyptian cotton lint producers that already suffer from high production costs [3]. However, combining affordable, easy to use, low-cost sensors with data-driven modelling will enable the development of intelligent sensors [14] that can replace high-cost analytical equipment for grading Egyptian fibre cotton.

Data-driven modelling techniques, such as Machine Learning (ML), may be used to analyse sensor measurements and generate actionable information. Machine learning methods develop models which learn from a training data set and are capable of fitting complex functions between input and output data. Machine learning models can accurately predict material properties from simple sensor measurements (e.g., optical [15], acoustic [16,17], pressure and temperature [18]) meaning they offer an affordable alternative to traditional high-cost analytical techniques.

Within the cotton industry, machine learning models have been developed to predict fibre properties from optical measurements [15], grade pilling on a fleece from optical measurements [19], recognise fibres from acoustic measurements [20] and detect pseudo-foreign fibres in cotton lint from optical measurements [10]. This work aims to develop an intelligent sensor to grade Egyptian cotton lint from image measurements recorded by a low-cost optical sensor. Previous work has already demonstrated potential in this area [11]. Lv et al. were able to develop a support vector machine ML model to classify the grade of cotton lint entering China based on the US upland grades (Good Middling, Strict Middling, Middling, Strict Low Middling, Low Middling, Strict Good Ordinary, Good Ordinary) [11]. However, this work did not provide details on how and by whom the cotton lint samples were labelled in order to create a data set to train and validate the model [11], which is important to assess the validity of the final ML model. If the data
used is not labelled correctly (e.g. by trained and experienced cotton grading professionals) the final ML model trustworthiness is questionable. This work expands on that of Lv et al. by first evaluating if it is possible to apply a similar methodology to classify Egyptian cotton lint grade which has unique properties compared to other cotton from other countries of origin [9] and is subject to more specific grading criteria (nine instead of seven used for the US cotton lint grading). Secondly, validating the methodology on a labelled dataset provided by the Cotton Arbitration & Testing General Organization (CATGO), Alexandria, Egypt. Thirdly, by expanding the number of features extracted from only the percentage of impurity within the cotton lint to include features that describe the colour and staining of the fibre lint, as previous work has identified a strong correlation of these features to Egyptian cotton quality [9].

Within this study, two applications of machine learning are implemented, which are supervised and unsupervised learning. Supervised machine learning refers to problems where the training data contains both input and labelled output data [21]. Whereas if the training data consist of a set of input data without any corresponding output data this is known as an unsupervised machine learning problem and is used analyse and cluster unlabelled data [21]. Unsupervised learning is used when there are concerns regarding the labelling of the data. The machine learning models developed for this study are examples of a classification models, in which the models aims to assign input data to one of a finite number of discrete categories or classes [21]. The complexity of manual inspection leads to inevitable human error in the labelling of cotton lint grades. Unsupervised learning was used to understand where human error is likely to occur by grouping together similar samples into clusters. This is important as, the cotton lint quality can vary between harvest seasons due to changes to environments, soil quality, biotic and abiotic stresses [22]. This means that the classification models will likely require retraining each season using new labelled training data to ensure the models are able to describe this variability and that the models’ predictions remain accurate. The time associated with the collection and labelling of a training data set may make supervised machine learning unfeasible. Therefore, the unsupervised machine learning modelling route was also explored as a method to reduce the volume of labelled output data required.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Cotton lint samples

To develop the ML classification models, a key component of the intelligent sensor, a dataset of images of Egyptian cotton lint samples were collected and graded (labelled) by the Cotton Arbitration & Testing General Organization (CATGO), Alexandria, Egypt. The CATGO is responsible for providing the official certificates for authenticating cotton lint in terms of determining the quality attributes, and grade for Egyptian cotton cultivars for cotton ginning companies. The CATGO provided samples for five cultivars Giza 86, 87, 90, 94 and 96. Egyptian cotton lint is categorised into nine grades, Fully Good through to Fully Fair. Example images of the grades for Giza 96 are presented in Figure 1, to show the change in quality between grades. To aid communication the grades have been assigned a number from 1 for the highest quality grade (Fully Good) to 9 for the lowest quality grade (Fully Fair).
Figure 1. Sample images of each grade (a) 1: fully good, (b) 3: good, (c) 4: fully good fair to good, (d) 5: fully good fair, (e) 6: good fair to fully good fair, (f) 7: good fair and (g) 9: fully fair to good fair for the Giza 96 cultivar, apart from grades 2 (good to fully good) and 8 (fully fair to good fair) that was not represented in the data.
A total of 3,447 samples were provided, but unfortunately, samples of all grades for each cultivar were not available due to an insufficient number of samples being provided for certain grades. The breakdown of the number of samples of each grade for each cultivar is reported in Table 1.

Table 1 The breakdown of the number of samples of each grade for each cultivar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Giza 86</th>
<th>Giza 87</th>
<th>Giza 90</th>
<th>Giza 94</th>
<th>Giza 96</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Fully good</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>N/A*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Good to fully good</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Good</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Fully good fair to good</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Fully good fair</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Good fair to fully good fair</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Good fair</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) Fully fair to good fair</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) Fully fair</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* N/A: not available

2.2 Colour vision system

A schematic configuration of the colour vision system, utilised in this study, is shown in Figure 2. The system contained an 8.1 MP Fuji A850 digital camera (FUJIFILM Corporation, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan), which captured images in JPEG format with dimensions of 2248x3264 pixels. The camera was mounted 11 cm vertically above the surface of the samples. A triangle 10 W LED light source was mounted 11 cm vertically above the surface of the samples and used to ensure consistent illumination of the samples. The average light intensity on the sample surface was 4879 lux, calibrated by a Samsung Galaxy M31, 10 times, with the average value reported. To ensure a consistent illumination condition, the camera along with the light source was enclosed in a light aluminium box whose dimensions were 54x40x40 cm. The inside of the box was coloured black to minimise the surface reflection from the sides. Samples of 4 cm thickness were placed directly below the camera on the black surface. Each image was captured with no flash, and the output images were transferred to a PC for analysis.

![Figure 2 Schematic diagram of the colour vision system used to acquire colour images of the cotton lint samples.](image-url)
2.3 Image processing procedures

Ten features were extracted from the cotton lint images and used as inputs for the classification models developed following the steps outlined in Figure 3. First, all the images were cropped from 2448x3264 to 2448x2965 pixels to eliminate the areas of the sample with less uniform light. To obtain the region of interest (ROI), colour segmentation using k-means clustering was applied. The RGB colour values were transformed into the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) L*a*b* colour space, where L*, a*, and b* refer to lightness from black to white, green to red component, and blue-yellow component, respectively [23]. The L*a*b* colour coordinate are more appropriate for colour segmentation as it is device-independent, perceptually uniform, and more appropriate to show small colour differences compared with RGB colour coordinate [24]. In this study, each image was segmented into sub-images. The first sub-image includes the lightest areas in the image (S1), the second sub-image includes the darkest areas in the image (S2), and the third sub-image includes the areas in between the lightest and darkest areas (S3) as shown in Figure 3. The L*a*b* values for all sub-images were considered as features. Additionally, the impurity was calculated by applying the histogram thresholding on the grey image to obtain the binary image [24]. The ratio between the area of the white segmented areas in the binary image and the total image area was considered as the impurity. This process resulted in a total of 10 features extracted from each sample image.

Figure 3 Image processing and feature extraction steps with example images of each step.
2.4 Feature analysis

The features extracted from the images were analysed to understand how feature values vary throughout the cotton grades and to determine the relative importance of each feature when classifying cotton lint samples. Random forest models were used as part of the analysis to determine the relative importance of each feature. A random forest model is a specific example of an ensemble modelling technique, outlined in Section 2.5, that is constructed from multiple weak decision tree classifiers, each trained on a different subset of the data [25]. The random forest models were built using the MATLAB R2021a software (MATLABWorks). Default parameter values were used except for the number of trees, which was increased to 500 to improve model accuracy with acceptable increases in computational time [26]. The model accuracy was evaluated using the Out-Of-Bag accuracy, which is the average accuracy of each tree assessed on the subset of data not used for training that specific tree. The relative importance of each feature was obtained with the mean decrease impurity method [27].

2.5 Machine learning classification models

For the supervised classification part of this work, two machine learning algorithms were investigated, which were Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Decision Trees (DT). The LDA classifier was chosen as it is simple to implement and relatively fast to train [21]. This classifier includes a linear combination of features and is based on the value of the discriminant function before the image is classified into the appropriate class [21]. Decision trees are based on sequential partitioning of the input feature space into several binary sub-regions based on model parameters. The sample is then classified into the class that has the minimum error [21]. Ensemble techniques are based on optimising the classification performance by weighing several individual classifiers and combining them to obtain a classifier that out-performs the single classifier [25]. Among several ensemble methods, the bagging technique was applied in this study. The idea of ensemble bagging is to form a better-performing classifier from a number of weaker performing classifiers, where each weak classifier is a result of training the samples with replacement [25].

The extracted features were normalised to ensure all variables were given equal weight by the classification algorithms. To normalise without any loss of information the minimax function was applied [28]. For each cultivar data set, the data was partitioned into training (80%) and testing (20%) data sets. Stratified random sampling was used to ensure that the training and testing data sets were balanced across the grades [29]. The training data was used to train the models following cross-validation (10-fold) procedures to optimise the models’ hyperparameters. Hyperparameters are parameters (e.g., the maximum depth of a decision tree) that are set before training a model [30]. The developed models’ ability to classify cotton grade was then evaluated using the unseen test data.

The unsupervised machine learning part of this work, a K-means clustering algorithm was evaluated as an alternative method to classify the cotton lint images. K-means clustering is a method that aims to partition observations into $k$ clusters in which each observation belongs to the clusters with the nearest means [21]. The algorithms identify centroids of the $k$ clusters, which can then be used to label new data [21]. For this work, $k$ was set to the number of known grades contained within each cultivar dataset. These machine learning models were again developed using the MATLAB R2021a software.

Preliminary results from the supervised classification (e.g., accuracy between 63.94 and 65.38% for Giza 86 cultivar) indicated that the ML models were struggling to classify the cotton lint samples when the transitional grades were included (i.e., those containing the word “to” in Table 1, Section 2.). This was likely due to the boundaries between the grades not being sufficiently defined within the feature data (Section 3.1). Therefore, separate models were developed from data containing all the grades and data where the “to” grades were removed from the data. This was to assess whether if by reducing the granularity of the model (i.e., number of grades) the accuracy could be increased.
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Feature analysis

Following the image processing steps outline in Section 2.3, ten features were extracted from the cotton images and used as inputs for the classification models. The data is visualised in Figure 4 and Figures A.1-4 to better understand the effect of each feature on grading cotton quality. The feature relating to the percentage of impurity within the cotton lint images standouts as the feature that displays the most consistent impact on cotton quality, as demonstrated by variation in boxplot heights between grades (Figure 4 and Figures S.1-4). Figure 4(D) shows that for the Giza 86 cultivar, as the cotton grade deteriorates from grade 1 to 7 the percentage of impurities within the cotton lint image increases. This relationship is repeated in the other cultivars studied (Figures S.1-4) and supports previous evidence of a strong negative correlation between impurities and Egyptian cotton quality [9]. However, the distinction between grades is not always captured solely by the percentage of impurities. For example, Figure 4(D) shows the grades 5 and 6 have similar distributions for the feature percentage of impurities. This suggests that this feature alone may not be able to classify cotton lint grade to sufficient accuracies.

The three remaining features contain information relating to the colour of the cotton lint, a key cotton property linked to quality [31]. Previous path correlation analysis has identified that colour measurements from a HVI machine show a strong negative correlation between the degree of yellowness (b*) and Egyptian cotton quality, and a strong positive correlation between the degree of reflectance (L*) and Egyptian cotton quality [9]. The first of these relationships is, to an extent, reflected in the cotton lint data, as all but Giza 87 report an increase in the b* median from their respective best to their worst grades.
(increase from between -1.42 and -0.96 to between 0.89 and 2.30). However, Figure 4(A) shows little evidence of a strong positive correlation between L* and Egyptian cotton quality, as the median L* between the best and worst grades, are similar (58.47 and 56.87 respectively) and fluctuates between these grades. There is some evidence of a positive relationship within the Giza 96 samples measured, as median L* increases from 54.80 to 60.02 from the worst to best grade. Although, Figure A4(A) shows that this relationship is not linear for the grades in between. When using a HVI machine to measure the cotton quality, the colour measurements are limited to only b* and L*, yet previous studies have shown that degree of redness (a*) to influence cotton quality [32]. The Figure 4(B) and Figures A1-4(B) shows that between the grades 1 and 6 the a* feature has similar distributions. However, a* measurements decrease when moving from grade 6 to 7, illustrated by the a* medians decreasing from between 0.25 and 0.71 to between -0.60 and 0.20. This suggests there is a relatively large colour change occurring between these grades that may help the classification models distinguish between these grades.

While examining the features extracted provides some distinctions between the grades, Figure 4 and Figures A1-4 shows a large overlap between the distributions of features between adjacent grades. This is particularly true for the colour related features. The reason for the overlap in distributions is because cotton lint grade is not solely evaluated based on one attribute, but a combination of attributes (colour, fibre length, percentage of impurities, maturity and more) [9]. This, and its reliance on human intuition, causes challenges in previous attempts to model the grading of Egyptian cotton lint [9]. This is where machine learning classifications models may excel, due to their ability to detect hidden relationships within the data [21]. Subsequently, the relative importance of input variables to adsorption efficiency was calculated using a random forest model with the mean impurity decrease method.

As shown in Figure 5, the percentage of impurity is the most influential factor in the model decision-making process, which estimated to be a minimum of between 3.03 and 9.06 times more important than the colour features for classifying cotton lint grade, dependent on the cultivar. The difference was most pronounced in the Giza 87 cultivar where the impurity feature was more than 9 times more important than all the features. The Out-Of-Bag prediction accuracy for the random forest was between 65.46 and 80.85% accurate, depending on the cultivar. Due to the low accuracy (<70%), the random forest feature importance analysis was repeated but with the “to” grades removed to increase the distinction between the grades. This resulted in an increase to the Out-Of-Bag prediction accuracy to between 80.17 and 97.31%, depending on the cultivar. The new models produced a similar conclusion by estimating that the impurity feature is at least estimated to be a minimum of between 3.03 and 14.57 times more important than the colour features for classifying cotton lint grade.
In addition to quantifying the importance of the image features on cotton lint grading, the analysis can be used to identify which features significantly contribute to improving the accuracy of the classification models. This can reduce the computational time involved both in the training of the models and using the models for future predictions [27]. The random forest analysis in Figure 5 predicts that a model developed using solely the percentage of impurity feature will achieve similar classification accuracy as one developed using all the extracted features from the cotton lint image. However, when comparing the prediction accuracy of the models built with solely the impurity feature models to...
those built using all features and the, only the models built to classify the Giza 87 grade had similar accuracies, as reported in Table 2. The remaining classification models developed using only the impurity feature reported a decrease in accuracy of 16.43-24.55 when trained on all the grades and 4.82-20.83 when trained on the data with “to” grades removed compared to the models developed using all the extracted features. As previously discussed, these reduced accuracies may be explained by the overlap in the distributions of the impurity feature between the grades highlighted in Figure 4(D) and Figures A1-4(D). In addition, the computational time was only reduced by a maximum of 0.45 seconds for the training time and 0.31 seconds for the prediction time for the models using on impurity as a feature. Therefore, due to the negligible increase in computational time and decrease in the accuracy, the decision was taken to develop the classification models using all the extracted features.

### Table 2 Comparison of classification performance for models built using all the features extracted from the cotton lint images against those built using only the extracted percentage of impurity feature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultivar</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Training time (s)</th>
<th>Prediction time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All features</td>
<td>Only impurity</td>
<td>All features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All grades</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giza 86</td>
<td>71.86</td>
<td>47.31</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giza 87</td>
<td>77.78</td>
<td>74.44</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giza 90</td>
<td>64.29</td>
<td>47.86</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giza 94</td>
<td>73.65</td>
<td>53.38</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giza 96</td>
<td>62.59</td>
<td>45.32</td>
<td>5.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>”to” grades removed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giza 86</td>
<td>95.88</td>
<td>83.51</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giza 87</td>
<td>95.56</td>
<td>95.56</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giza 90</td>
<td>85.92</td>
<td>73.24</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giza 94</td>
<td>95.18</td>
<td>90.36</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giza 96</td>
<td>76.04</td>
<td>55.21</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2 Predicting cotton lint grade

#### 3.2.1 Supervised machine learning modelling approach

The supervised machine learning models were first developed to classify the cotton lint samples into one of nine grades. However, when evaluated on the test data the highest accuracy achieved was only 83.04% by the LDA model developed to classify the Giza 87 samples. For the cultivar Giza 96, the highest classification accuracy achieved was 65.32% by the ensemble model, meaning a sensor developed using this model would misclassify the Giza 96 cotton lint samples 35 times out of 100. Classification models built to grade non-Egyptian cotton have achieved accuracies up to 98.9% [11]. However, these models were built to classify cotton lint into only seven grades, compared to the nine used to grade Egyptian cotton lint. It was decided to evaluate the impact of reducing the number of grades has on the prediction accuracy of models. Therefore, the transition grades (i.e., those containing the word “to” in Table 1, Section 2.1) were removed from the data. Although the granularity of the sensor would be reduced, it would still provide benefit by (1) improving the inspection efficiency by reducing the possible grades the cotton lint belongs to and (2) providing Egyptian cotton growers valuable information about the quality of their samples.

By reducing the number of grades, the classification models’ accuracies across all cultivars improved, as shown in Figure 6. Accuracies of greater than 95% were achieved by
cultivars Giza 86, 87 and 94, which is on par with classification accuracies reported by other image models built to grade cotton lint [11]. The accuracy of the models built to grade Giza 90 and 96 were 89.89% and 77.31% respectively. The ensemble models proved best at predicting cotton lint grade reporting the highest accuracy across all cultivars (Figure 6). This is in agreement with other recent work that has found ensemble learning to improve the accuracy to model cotton related applications [33]. Ensemble models generally have improved prediction accuracy when compared to single models because they reduce the model variance, which is the amount a model would change if developed using different training data [25].

![Figure 6](image1.png)

Figure 6 Accuracy of classification models of cotton lint developed for the cultivars(a) Giza 86, (b) Giza 87, (c) Giza 90, (d) Giza 94 and (e) Giza 96 evaluated using the test data

To understand the strengths and weakness of the ensemble models, the confusion matrixes were plotted for each culture in Figure 7. The column on the far right of the plot shows the percentages of all the examples predicted to belong to each class that are correctly classified. This metric is often referred to as the precision (or positive predictive value) and the false discovery rate referred to those that were incorrectly classified [34]. For example, Figure 7(A) shows that for cultivar Giza 86 the model was 90% precise at
predicting the images belonging to grade 7, but falsely labelled 3 images as grade 7 representing a 10% false discovery rate. The row at the bottom of the plot shows the percentages of all the examples belonging to each class that are correctly classified, known as the recall (or true positive rate) [34]. For example, the Giza 86 model correctly classified 89.2% of the image samples belonging to grade 5, and incorrectly labelled three as grade 7 and one as grade 3. This information can be used to identify which grades the models struggles to classify and may require additional data to help define. The bottom right percentage is the overall accuracy of the models.

Of all the cultivars, Giza 90 and 96 had the lowest classification accuracies (89.89% and 77.31% respectively). Therefore, the focus of the confusion plot analyses is on these cultivars to understand why and where they have underperformed, when compared to the models developed for other cultivars. Figure 7(C) shows that all the grades have a similar recall rate (88.0-90.9%), but a range of precisions (82.4-96.8%). The model has a low false discovery rate for grades 3 and 7 (3.2% and 8.3% respectively) meaning that when the model labels an image as grade 3 or 5 it is rarely false. Instead, the error occurs from incorrectly labelling images that belong to grades 3 and 7, as grade 5 (17.6% false discovery rate). The Giza 96 model was able to label 84.0% and 96.2% of the images belonging to grades 1 and 3 respectively correctly, higher than the 77.3% overall classification accuracy. The error for this model occurred mainly when classifying images belonging to grades 5 and 9, where the model tended to incorrectly label the images belonging to grade 7. This meant the model was only 64.7% precise when classing images as grade 7. This analysis illustrates where the features extracted from the cotton lint images have been less effective at providing information to define the grades. Options to improve the accuracy of these models include either collecting and labelling additional samples of the grades with higher false-negative rates or exploring additional feature extraction methods that may help to define these grades.
Figure 7 Confusion matrices of classifying cotton lint using ensemble models for the cultivars (a) Giza 86, (b) Giza 87, (c) Giza 90, (d) Giza 94 and (e) Giza 96.
3.2.2 Unsupervised machine learning modelling approach

Whilst the final ensemble models were able to achieve high accuracies (>95%) for cultivars Giza 86, 87 and 94, it was reliant on the collection of a labelled dataset. The cotton lint quality varies each harvest season due to seasonal fluctuations in environments, soil quality, biotic and abiotic stresses [22]. Therefore, models would require retraining each season on new labelled data in order to account for this variability. The labelling of data is typically an expensive and time-consuming task [35]. This is especially true for this instance, as grading of Egyptian cotton is a very intricate and complex subject, as it depends upon human perceptions of sight and touch and requires a high degree of critical judgment on the part of the officials responsible [9]. The complexity of this task leads to inevitable human error in the labelling of cotton lint grades. Unsupervised learning can be used to understand where human error is likely to occur by grouping together similar samples into clusters. Clusters that contain samples from multiple grades, indicates these grades show similar characteristics, in terms of percentage of impurity and colour, and are likely to be susceptible to human error. If the unsupervised clusters show a good correlation with the cultivar grades, it may also then be possible to use an unsupervised machine learning modelling approach to label future data, significantly reducing the models’ development time and cost.

The K-means unsupervised algorithm was used to identify clusters in the feature data extracted from the cotton lint images. Similar to the supervised learning algorithm, the K-means data was developed on the training data and then applied to the testing data for evaluation. Plots of the labelled data were then compared to the K-means cluster plots to investigate if the clusters identified by the K-means models corresponded to the cotton lint grades, which are shown in Figure 8 and Figures S.5-8. Figure 8 shows that for Giza 86 the K-means algorithm grouped the data belonging to grades 1 and 3 into one cluster. Grouping these grades into one cluster resulted in the algorithm incorrectly splitting grade 7 into two clusters. This left cluster 4, which did show reasonable overlap with the data belonging to grade 5. The unsupervised analysis shows a high level of similarity between grades 1 and 3, when characterised by the percentage of impurity and colour features, which could cause a higher likelihood of human error when misclassifying cotton lint samples belonging to these grades. Figures S.7-8 show that the cultivars Giza 90, 94 and 96 also experienced the same problem of the K-means algorithm grouping the best grades together in one cluster, which then caused subsequent incorrectly identified clusters. The chance of human error appears relatively lower in the Giza 87 cultivar, as Figure S.5 indicates a good overlap between the K-means clusters and cotton grades for the Giza 87 cultivar. This likely explains the high accuracy of the supervised classification model predicting Giza 87 grades (98.2%). The success of the K-means labelling is likely attributed to the impurity feature showing a clear distinction between the grades, as previously reported in Section 3.1. This success comes with the caveat that only two grades were defined within the Giza 87 data.

Overall, the clusters defined by the unsupervised learning technique show that the manual inspection of Egyptian cotton is likely to contain human mislabelling, particularly in the higher quality grades. This highlights the need to develop an intelligent sensor, trained via objective labelling, to replace manual inspection. Additionally, as the clusters did not correspond to the labels within the cotton lint image data, relying on exclusively unsupervised learning is not a feasible option to label future data. Instead, it can be used alongside human labelling to identify potential errors and indicate new grade boundaries. Future work should explore the feasibility of other techniques, such as semi-supervised or active learning, to reduce the volume of training data required.
Figure 7 The feature impurity plotted against $L^*$ (a,b), $a^*$ (c,d) and $b^*$ (e,f) features and labelled using the actual cotton lint labels (a, c and e) and the K-means clusters (b, d and f) for cultivar Giza 86.

This work has demonstrated that colour vision systems combined with machine learning models (intelligent sensors) have the potential to improve the productivity of the
Egyptian cotton processing industry. These could have a particular impact on SMEs cotton processors that cannot afford HVI instrumentation to grade their cotton lint. However, for the system to be commercially viable future research is required in the two areas.

- **Improve the classification accuracy of transitional grades.** As previously mentioned, the classification of the models decreased when the transitional grades were included within the training data. Future research should look into (a) either improving the feature extraction methods to increase the distinction between grades within the feature data or automating the feature extraction method via techniques like deep learning and (b) additional unsupervised learning to investigate and identify human labelling errors contained within the data.

- **Reduce the volume of labelled data:** The largest barrier to deploying the solution presented in this work, is the requirement to obtain and label cotton fibre samples to be used for training the classification models embedded in the colour vision system. This is because the labelling must be performed by Egyptian officials from the Cotton Arbitration & Testing General Organization (CATGO) in order for the training data, and therefore models, to be trusted by the Egyptian cotton industry. Future research should explore the techniques, such as semi-supervised learning and active learning, which are able to reduce the volume of labelled data required. Semi-supervised does this by combing a small amount of labelled data with learning from unlabelled data to train a model [36]. Multiple semi-supervised frameworks may apply to this work but are currently untested, including combining unsupervised with supervised learning [37], self-training [38], and co-training [38]. Alternatively active learning methods, which requests the user to label a data point if the model’s confidence in its prediction is below a specified confidence score [38]. Thus, the overall volume of data requiring labelling is reduced, as only the data that will be most useful to the model is labelled.

- **Transfer learning between cultivars:** Another option that may lead to both an increase in classification accuracy and a reduction in the overall volume of data required is to incorporate knowledge from each of the cultivars into one model, via transfer learning. Transfer learning, which is when the learning gained from one task is applied to a different but related problem [39].

- **Framework to share data between cotton lint processors:** Generally, the accuracy of a classification model increases as more data is made available to learn from. Consequently, if data from multiple Egyptian cotton lint processors were to be shared between one another, the overall accuracy of the system could be improved to the benefit of all users. However, cotton processors are unlikely to be willing to share information about their products or processes with their competitors. Future research should explore the possibility of using frameworks, such as federated learning, that are capable of sharing learning from multiple users without ever exposing the raw data belonging to each user with other users [40].

### 5 Conclusion

The growing, harvesting and processing of Egyptian cotton is an industry that still uses traditional manual processes and intelligent sensors have the potential to provide increased efficiency, sustainability, and productivity. Currently, cotton lint samples are graded by manual inspection, which has several drawbacks including significant labour requirement, low inspection efficiency, and influence from inspection conditions such as light. This work has presented an intelligent sensor, which would remove the need for manual classification of cotton lint samples. This work showed that an intelligent sensor that uses features extracted from a colour vision system, combined with machine learning models, is able to accurately grade the cotton lint samples. The highest accuracy models (77.3-98.2%) used an ensemble modelling technique to classify the cultivars Giza 86, 87, 90, 94 and 96 samples within the Egyptian cotton grades: Fully Good, Good, Fully Good Fair, Good Fair and Fully Fair. However, when the transitional grades were included the models’ accuracy was reduced (65.3-81.3%). Unsupervised machine learning analysis
suggested where human error could have occurred during the supervised classification of cotton lint and highlighted the need for an intelligent automated system to replace manual inspection. Finally, four areas of future research are identified to progress the development of the system so that it is fit for commercial use:

- Improve the classification accuracy of transitional grades;
- Reduce the volume of labelled data;
- Transfer learning between cultivars;
- Framework to share data between cotton processors.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Figure S1: Distribution of the cultivar Giza 87 extracted features (A) L*, (B) a*, (C) b* and (D) impurity data across the Egyptian cotton lint grades, Figure S2: Distribution of the cultivar Giza 90 extracted features (A) L*, (B) a*, (C) b* and (D) impurity data across the Egyptian cotton lint grades, Figure S3: Distribution of the cultivar Giza 94 extracted features (A) L*, (B) a*, (C) b* and (D) impurity data across the Egyptian cotton lint grades, Figure S4: Distribution of the cultivar Giza 96 extracted features (A) L*, (B) a*, (C) b* and (D) impurity data across the Egyptian cotton lint grades, Figure S5: The feature impurity plotted against L* (A.B), a* (C,D) and b* (E,F) features and labelled using the actual cotton lint labels (A, C and E) and the K-means clusters (B, D and F) for cultivar Giza 87, Figure S5: The feature impurity plotted against L* (A.B), a* (C,D) and b* (E,F) features and labelled using the actual cotton lint labels (A, C and E) and the K-means clusters (B, D and F) for cultivar Giza 87, Figure S6: The feature impurity plotted against L* (A.B), a* (C,D) and b* (E,F) features and labelled using the actual cotton lint labels (A, C and E) and the K-means clusters (B, D and F) for cultivar Giza 90, Figure S7: The feature impurity plotted against L* (A.B), a* (C,D) and b* (E,F) features and labelled using the actual cotton lint labels (A, C and E) and the K-means clusters (B, D and F) for cultivar Giza 90, Figure S8: The feature impurity plotted against L* (A.B), a* (C,D) and b* (E,F) features and labelled using the actual cotton lint labels (A, C and E) and the K-means clusters (B, D and F) for cultivar Giza 96.
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